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Abstract 

Cold cathode discharge gauges use crossed electric and 
magnetic field. The slope of the gauge current versus prcs~ure 
characteristic curve on a log-log plot may bc stccpc’r a~ 
pressures ranging 10.’ - 10”’ mbar and the pressure reading 
strongly depends on the applied magnetic field. The trajccmrq 
of ions in the quadrupole mass filter is also inllucnccd h) 
strong external magnetic fields (- 100 Gauss) by altering the 
spiral path. These undesired side cffccu can occur l~trticol~l~ 
if the cold cathode gauges and quadrupolc mass spcc‘tf-onj~Ic‘r 
heads are situated too close to bending magnets in the \torag< 
ring. Secondary electrons can be generated if radiation s\rikl%s 
the tubes used to mount gauges and anslyscr heads. Kead~ngs 
from the gauges and mass spectrometer heads can bc affcctcd 
by the creation of extra ions. In the Elettra storage ring all 
above mentioned vacuum instruments had to bc installed (due 
to spatial problems) in places where there is a strong cxlernsl 
magnetic field (- 1000 Gauss) and also the radiation retlcctcd 
from the photon absorber is not negligible. In some cases the, 
simple p-metal shielding was not adequate. Su~tablc 
modification of vacuum component mounting and correction 
of pressure readings has led to more reliable total and partial 
pressure measurements. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the third generation synchrotron light source Elellra 
magnetic fields of dipole, quadrupole, sexlupol? and insertion 
device (undulators and wigglers) magnets arc ~mtl. Llltra high 
vacuum conditions are necessary to maintain a good beam 
lifetime and to have also a short pumpdown after Lfcnling. 

To check the total pressure around the whole ring Penning 
gauges are used. Cold cathode gauges were chosen I‘or a 
negligible outgassing, simple maintandnce, I ou 
contamination in oil-free systems, reliable interface with 
computer and acceptable costs. In totnly 46 gauges arc 
installed in the storage ring, 24 of them are mounted in the 
bending magnet (BM) vacuum chamber close K the frontend 
valve, another 19 gauges monitor the pressure in lhc 
rhomboidal electron beam vacuum chamber, 3 paugcs arc 
positione,d in the septum tank. 

Due to spatial problems, 5 of vacuum garages installed in 
the electron beam chamber had to be mounted at the cdgc 01 
the dipole magnets - the distance between the magnet and the 
gauge’s magnet is only 12 mm. The magnetic fields arc no~ 
parallel, the mutual angle varies bctwecn 30 and 50 dcgri~cs. 

Six quadrupole mass analpzc,r (QMAj heads arc un~rorml~ 

distributed around the ring to cheek partial prcssurcs of rcsidu;\l 
gases, to monitor outgassing of the internal walls during the 

bake-out proccdurc in s~tu and to analyse the composition of 
desorbcd species when the radiation hits the surface. Due to 
similar problems with the available space for installing all 
ncccssary components on the Bhl vacuum chamber (photon 
beam shutlcr, cold cathode gauge, manual valve for roughing 
pumps, NEG cartridge flange), QMA heads could be mounted 
only in the place where the accuracy of measurements can be 
tlisturbcd by Ihe exlcrnal rnagni’tis I’icld formed by dipole and 
p:Winlly also by ~jundrupole magnets. 

A:lolhi~r s0~1rc~r c-if p3rasiti c n1:lgnctic fields 3x crcatrd bq 
mcertion dc\,~cc (ID) magnets - undulators and wigglers. The 
ID \Xnimi ~.h:\mhcl i’; 3 3.8 m long tube with an clliptlcal 
cross scc[ion canncc&d via slots with the cylindrical ante- 
ch~mrhzr. The ~.holc ID syxtcm is pumped by four sputter-ion 
pumps (SIPS), lu*o arc at rhc ends, two separated by a distance 
of 1 .(i n-1. Three Pcnninf gauges can bc installed midwa> 
belween IWU pumps. This arrangement alIo\vs the pressure 
profile in lhc ID chamber at dii‘fcrcnl beam currents and 
difi’crcnl grips yo bc \,crificd. 

The accuracy of total and partial pressure measurcmcnts can 
bc affcc~d not only by strong exlcrnal magnetic fields but also 
Ihe ritdiation can g~vr rise to a number of problems. On a 
circular mnchinc, the synchrotron radiation is emitted 
tangenliatly outwards and the plastic sheets of the connecting 
cables can bccorne hardened and brittle due to radiation effects. 
Some clcctronics (such as the junctions of transistors) can be 
affected by radiation, too. These hardware problems can be 
avoided by keeping the cables and electronics in metal 
cnclosurcs. In our case the electronic pari of QMA (RF, 
amplillcrs’) IS mounted onts~d? the tun~l whcrc the cffcct of 
radiation IS ncgligibll*. 

A more complica~cd problem cm occur if radiarlon strikes 
the tube used to mount an analyscr. This can also affect the 
results Crorn the QMA by creating extra ions in the ion source. 
A slmIlar cli‘cct can bc obscrvcd if the ionisation gauge is 
mounted closely 10 the photon absorber. Photoelectrons and 
charactcrislic radi;btion oi the copper can misinterpret both 
total and I~11 teal prcssurc mc:isurcmcnts. 

2. WSULTS AND DISCI;SSION 

The follo\r,~ng d;i~a M ixtc obtainc’d on the EWra storage rmg, 
\vhich IUS a stainless SUXI vacuum chamber. The \rholc ring 
was bakcti in situ at 150 “C, the pressnrc after 20 Ah of 
conditioning WX. kept in the low l&l0 mbar range. The 
cxtcrnal m;lgncric field slrcnglh was measured by gaussmeter 
111 pl:~cs Lvhcrc cotd cathode gauges and qusdrupole mass 
analyztlr hcnd$ WC mounted. The magnetic field strength 
dcpcnds on Lhc magncl currcnls which is changed according to 
the dcsircd clcctron energy in the range 1.1 +- 2 GeV. 
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Figure 1. Magnetic field strength vs. bending magnet current 

The gauges were of the inverted magnetron type IKR 020 
connected with triaxial cables and po~crcd by TPC 300 
supplies. The self magnetic field was 1440 Gauss. For this 
type of gauge the discharge current I i< rcl:~trd IO the prussurc 
P by the expression 

l=KP” 

where K and n are gauge. constants. Thcrc arc no data in the 
literature about Ihe correlation bctwecn magnetic field scrcngth 
and the values of constants, only some predictions can be 
found. 

Jepsen [l] supposed that the current would increase with 
increasing field, reaching a maximum and then decrease when 
the electrons could not attain sufficient energy to ionize the 
gas. Nichiporovich [2] found that the gauge current inc.rcased 
rapidly with the magnetic field of about 1600 gauss then 
remained virtually constant and around 40!!0 Gauss hc I‘ound ;t 
slight decrease in current. 

In our experiment we were only yual~tatively able to 
evaluate how the increasing magnetic field can change prcssurc 
readings. Four cold cathode gauges measuring the prcssurc in 
the electron beam chamber were continuously monitored. One 
of these gauges (PGI) was installed outside of the magnetic 
field influence, another three gauges had the sxnc positioil 
with respect to the bending magnet, one of them (PGII) had no 
shielding, (PGIlIj was shicldcd with p.-metal foil, the iaht 
(PGIV) was shielded with special shielding developed by 
Balzers. At zero magnet currcnl the prcssurc readin 7s of all 
four gauges varied from 3.6xl@~‘~’ mbar to 3.2~10~ k (! mb,lr. 
Then the magnet current has increased up to 2000 A (up pnk) 
and consequently decreased (down path) to have the possibiliL) 
to observe any hysteresis effects. Results arc prcscntcd in fig. 
2, 3, and 4, the pressure reading of PGI was not changed. 

It seems that our results are in disagreement with rcspcct to 
the above rncntioncd predictions. The measurcmcnts arc very 
reproducibile and the hystcrcsis is evident. The F-metal 
shielding is not sufftcient, at the magnetic field strength over 
400 Gauss the foil was saturated. The Balzcrs shielding is 
appropriate and for all gauges working under external magnetic 
field up to aboui 1200 Gauss can be successl‘ully usctl. 
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Figure ?. Pressure vs. magnetic field changes for PGII 
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Figure 3. Pressure vs. magnetic field changes for PGIII 
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Similar measurements were made on cluadrup~lc mass 
analyzer heads on which linearity, sensitivity and stability 
tests were performed in our previous work [3]. The magnetic 
field strengths are different for two positions of the heads with 
respecl to the type of bending magnel vacuum chamber with 
cithcr a BM or ID radiation exit port. In the case of the 
bending magnet port the magnetic field increases from 0 to 
200 Gauss and the sensitivity of the quadrupolc mass 
spectrometer drastically decreases - fig. 5. In the cast of the 
insertion device port the magnetic field increases up LO 1200 
Gauss and the sensitivity falls to zero immcdiatclly. 
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Figure 5. Sensitivity of QhlA at increasing hjG l’icld 

The sensitivity decrease is in practice rhc same for masses 
up to SO, higher masses do not occur in our storage ring. 
Linearity tests could not be done hecause there IS no 
possibility to increase regularly the pressure in tht vacuum 
chamber. No appropriate shielding has been found for the 
quadrupole mass heads due to the mentioned spatial problcmj, 
moreover, a large shielding could crmtc prc!hl~ms wilh rtlc 
beam orbit. 

During all commissioning runs one very particular effect 
has been observed. The pressure in the storage ring without 
beam was quite uniform in all vacuum sectors in the 10.‘” 
mbar pressure range. When the beam was prcscnt the prcssurc 
in all insertion device bending magnet sections namcti as 
S-X.2 (X = 1 + 11) was lO’-lo3 times higher than in the 
dipole BM sections named as S-X.1 (X = 1 + 12). This cfl’ect 
was pronounced also at relatively low beam currents. From the 
design of the ID BM vacuum chamber it is clear that the 
Penning gauge (VGPEB) is - due to spatial problems - 
installed close to the photon absorber (PA) compared to the 
gauges of the dipole BM vacuum chamber. In our opinion this 
enormous pressure increase could be caused by i) a huge 
amount of desorbed particles from the copper photon ahsorhcr, 
ii) the increased ionization caused by radiation. 

To distinguish between these two possibilities the prcssurc 
at different beam currents was measured see fig. 6. The 
pressure decrease after longer conditioning time (a higher dose) 
is evident in the case of S-X.1 gauges. On the other hand the 
average pressure of all gauges S-X.2 is in practice constant 
and does not depend on Ihe dose. II probably means that the 
rapid pressure increase (also at very low beam currents, lower 
than 1 mA) is due to radiation. In one section (S-2.2) a “T” 
piece was installed over the PA. Here Ihe PEGS can be 

installed at different positions, where the rddion should not 
disturb pressure measurements. 
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Figure 6. Pressure after different dose 
(S-X.2 gauges - upper curves, S-X.1 gauges - lower curves) 

According to obtained results we are now sure that these 
high pressure values do not correspond to the real pressure. 
The reasons are following: the ID BM vacuum gauge is 
installed over Ihe photon absorber. When the synchrotron 
radiation hrts the copper surface the two main elementary 
processes can occur: i) formation of photoelectrons, ii) 
emission of the copper characteristic radiation with the 
wavelength of 13.336 A (L,), 12.122 A (LB) and partially 
also of 1.54 A (K,). The corresponding energies are 0.93 
keV, 1.02 kcV and 8.047 keV. Both processes increase the 
ionization probability of residual gases and lead to rapid 
incrcasc of ion current which is proportional to the total 
pressure. 

To Inhjhit this ci’fect It is nccessar); to install the gauge 
through an elbow or to increase the distance between the 
copper absorber and the gauge, then these effects are atenuated. 
Another possibility of shielding, the grid at proper potential 
will bc. studied in future. 

3. CONCLUSIOM 

From the presented results it is clear that many vacuum 
measurements can he affected by magnetic fields or by 
radiation. The position of the vacuum and QMA gauges is 
extremely important as well as an appropriate shielding of 
vacuum heads. 
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